Autumn Term 2018
Curriculum information for parents.
Year 3
Teacher: Mrs Kerai
Welcome to year 6. This term we will be learning about:
Numeracy
- Number & place value
- Addition & subtraction
- Multiplication & division
- Measurement
-Geometry: Properties of
shapes
- Fractions
- Statistics
- Continuous Mental Maths
testing at the end of each
week
- Numeracy passports three
times each week
-Times tables tests 4 times
each week (up to and
including the 10 times tables).

Literacy
-Roald Dahl:

The Enormous Crocodile

George’s Marvellous
Medicine

The Twits

Revolting Rhymes
- Weekly handwriting
- Extended Writing: Once each week
and linked to Roald Dahl or work in
other subject areas.
- Weekly reading comprehension
- Spelling test once each week
-Weekly guided reading/ whole-class
novel/ story book
-Grammar topics:

Nouns & adjectives

Articles

Verbs & adverbs

Clauses

Phrases & noun phrases

Statements & questions

Commands and
exclamations

Science-

Our topic this half term is
"Plants". The topic during the
second half term will be "Forces &
Magnets".

Other subjects:
REOur first topic is called “Beginning
with God” and focuses on Initiation
and the sacraments
Our second topic is called “From
Advent to Christmas” and focuses on
preparing for the birth of Jesus.
We will also be completing some
work on another faith: Judaism.
Computing- Mathletics
- Logging on’ off laptops
- Accessing the internet on a laptop
- Using Microsoft word
-Using Microsoft Publisher
- Saving work to a folder on a shared
area
- Regular work on iPads
TopicOur first topic is called “Stone Age to
the Iron Age”. We are focusing on
the Stone Age this half term and the
Bronze Age & Iron Age next half
term.
PE-Led by Mrs Kerai:

Careful Catching

Fantastic Fielding

Game Play

Inventing Games

Successful striking

Target Practice
Weekly dance lessons led by Miss
Michelle.

You can help your child by …..







Provide them with a quiet place to work and time to
complete their homework to a high standard and ensure
they bring it in on time.
Look at each piece of homework before it is handed in to
ensure it is of an acceptable standard.
Ask them questions to help develop their skills in time,
money and measure in real life situations.
Help your child search for resources for their topic work.
Also visit our website for ideas.
Label your child’s clothes, with their name so that property
can be returned if lost. Also ensure your child has a
complete and clean PE kit for the days they have PE.

Music-Led by Mr Turner: singing in
harmonies, playing recorders and
focusing on rhythm and beat in
music.
Italian- Basic vocabulary
- Common sayings/ greetings

